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A .......... is a letter or group of letters added to the beginning of a word to change its meaning.

suffix prefix root dash

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tom’s…….is that it will rain tomorrow.

guess guesses guessed to guess

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our efficiency in reading is partly………by our command of the lexical aspects of the language.

determine determines determination determined

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I didn’t want to look at the words. What I wanted to find was just the….........…of the building.

Pictures are more important for me.

stress image accent pronunciation

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Clever students want to……..their knowledge of word formation.

wide width widen widest

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They cannot stand alone as English words, they are derived from words in other languages. They

refers to..............

base words suffixes prefixes Combining roots

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix ‘re-’ in the word ‘reaction’ means……… .

again in back out

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our new teacher has a good command of English. ‘Command’ means…….. .

inability disability mastery ministry

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word or phrase used as the name or symbol of something is called…….. .

tin turn team term

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The employee expected to receive an informal letter from the manager, but he received a(n)

…………letter.

official officially unofficial unofficially

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The enormous size of the English vocabulary sometime has its disadvantages. ‘Enormous’

means………… .

thin small large slight

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Kindness………….all her actions.

government governs governmental governmentally

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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  The answer to this question will control reading strategies that you use . ‘That’ refers to…………. .

control question

the answer reading strategies

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The suffix ‘-er’ in the words ‘speaker’ and ‘listener’ means………….. .

the one who the thing which before after

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many words of Latin origin in English. ‘Origin’ means………… .

matter issue source insurance

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Please ………. the second syllable in the words: today and because.

stress stresses to stress stressed

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A key at the bottom of each page of a dictionary shows you how to……......…..the pronunciation

symbols. 

interprets interpret interpreted interpretation

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you want to be successful in your job, you should be equipped…….....…new technology.

of off under with

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This society is hoping to have the……….......of the new members.

enroll enrolls enrolled enrollment

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We select the newspaper whose philosophy we share or the one that gives more coverage to what

we are looking for. ‘Whose’ refers to………..

what the newspaper the one coverage

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They couldn’t finish the job if they……...…there.

isn’t wasn’t weren’t will be

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This is a…………process. It takes much time.

timeless time-consuming time-saving time-controlling

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She took the wrong…....…….in her dealing with them. She could have taken better ways.

approachable approached approach approachably

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

With practice, our memory or ability to remember previous events will increase .The word

"previous" is closest in meaning to.......

former after new small

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Throughout the period of his…….....…..his father helped him.

employ employs unemployed unemployment

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It takes a long time to……...…all of the letters. Recording them makes me tired.

register registers registered registering

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Integrating is enhanced by ordering the variety of materials according to a hierarchy. ‘Enhanced’

means…………. . 

rejected removed increased decreased

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your son is the ……….of all his teachers, i.e. they no longer expect to be able to teach him

anything.

despair success improvement development

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence ‘This is the table whose leg was broken’, “whose leg was broken” is a(n)………… .

verb meaningless clause

adverb clause adjective clause

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the sentence ‘ They stopped learning because they were watching television ’ ,  the gerund

is…………….. .

watching learning stopped television

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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